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By Alice Vinten

NEW HOLLAND PUBLISHERS, Australia, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Mosaic Made Easy is a step-by-step guide containing 20 fabulous mosaic projects.
Written by mosaic artist Alice Vinten, this book provides beautiful photography, clear illustrations,
templates and detailed instructions, enabling you to progress from beginner to expert in just twenty
minutes. Suitable for crafters at any level, the projects are specifically designed to guide you
through mosaic techniques, starting with simple cuts and designs and finishing with a stunning wall
clock, inspired by the renowned mosaic artist Antoni Gaudi. You may think you ve seen all that
mosaic craft has to offer, but this book will surprise you. Including mosaic bunting, jam jar
lanterns, 3D hanging hearts and stunning light features, you ll be amazed at the vibrant collection
of new ideas in this book. The projects are unique and bursting with color, each one adaptable to
your individual tastes and decor. The creations in this book are perfect to be displayed in your
home, given as gifts, or just cherished as the wonderful keepsakes that they are. Each project uses
reasonably priced materials that are widely available and easily obtained online. A full suppliers
list...
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The book is fantastic and great. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge I am just easily will get a enjoyment of looking at a composed publication.
-- B r a dley Ha hn-- B r a dley Ha hn

This is the very best book i actually have read till now. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a created
ebook.
-- Ena  Huel-- Ena  Huel
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